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With emphasis on some natural asymptotic enumeration questions, a study is
made of various arithmetical semigroups associated with isomorphism classes of
finite graphs, trees and polyhedra. A suitable ‘‘abstract prime number theorem’’ is
derived, particularly as an aid to solving the counting questions stated.  1999
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In various branches of number theory, abstract algebra, combinatorics,
and elsewhere in mathematics, it is sometimes possible and convenient to
formulate a variety of enumeration or counting questions in a unified way
in terms of the concept of an arithmetical semigroup.
Before explaining what some of these counting questions are concerned
with, it will be useful to recall some relevant abstract concepts (cf.
J. Knopfmacher [10, 12]):
An arithmetical semigroup is by definition a commutative semigroup G
with identity element 1, which contains a countable subset P such that
every element a{1 in G admits unique factorization into a finite product
of powers of elements of P, together with a realvalued mapping | | on G
such that:
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(i) |1|=1, | p|>1 for p # P,
(ii) |ab|=|a| |b| for all a, b # G,
(iii) the total number of elements a with |a|x is finite, for each
x>0.
The elements of P are called the primes of G, and | | is called the norm
mapping on G. It is obvious that, corresponding to any fixed c>1, the
definition (a)=logc |a| yields a mapping  on G such that:
(i) (1)=0, ( p)>0 for p # P,
(ii) (ab)=(a)+(b) for all a, b # G,
(iii) the total number of elements a with (a)x is finite, for each
x>0.
Conversely, any real-valued mapping  with the last three properties
yields a norm on G, if one defines |a|=c(a). In cases where such a mapping
 is of primary interest, we call G together with  an additive arithmetical
semigroup, and refer to  as the degree mapping on G. In most concrete
examples of interest, it turns out that the norm or degree mappings repre-
sent natural ‘‘size’’ or ‘‘dimension’’ measures which are integer-valued. With
an eye to applications to natural examples, there is therefore little loss in
henceforth restricting attention to either a single integer-valued norm map-
ping | |, or a single integervalued degree mapping , on G. Depending on
which case is being considered, special interest then attaches to the basic
counting functions (for n # Z)
G(n)=*[a # G : |a|=n], P(n)=PG(n)=*[ p # P : | p|=n]
(or else G*(n)=*[a # G : (a)=n], P*(n)=P*G (n)=*[ p # P : ( p)=n],
in the additive case).
In some concrete situations, one of the functions G(n), P(n) is trivial or
easy to estimate, while the other may require quite delicate tools of analysis
or analytic number theory. In different cases, both functions may be dif-
ficult to estimate, but after ad hoc techniques have shown that one of the
functions has a certain type of asymptotic behaviour it may be possible to
then deduce that of the other by a uniform method of derivation. Theorems
of the latter kind may then be referred to as ‘‘abstract prime number
theorems’’ within the context considered. Similar remarks apply to additive
arithmetical semigroups, and the word ‘‘inverse’’ might be added if the
deductions go from P(n), or P*(n), to G(n), or G*(n), instead of the other
way.
We turn now to concrete examples, with emphasis on a class leading to
the particular abstract prime number theorem to be proved in Section 4
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below. Corollaries of this theorem then provide asymptotic enumeration
theorems, yielding answers to some individual counting questions, which
are suggested by consideration of the specific examples of Section 3,
questions which had apparently not previously been settled.
2. TYPES OF ARITHMETICAL SEMIGROUPS
2.1. Axiom A
The proto-type of all arithmetical semigroups is of course the multi-
plicative semigroup N of all positive integers [1, 2, 3, ...], with its subset PN
of all rational primes [2, 3, 5, 7, ...]. Here we may define the norm of an
integer n to be |n|=n, so that the number N(n)=1 for n1.
Although N(n) would be too trivial to mention if one were not interested
in a wider arithmetical theory, the corresponding function PN(n) remains
mysterious to this day. The asymptotic behaviour of ?(x)=nx PN(n)
for large x forms the content of the famous Prime Number Theorem, which
states that
?(x)txlog x as x  .
A suitably generalized form of this theorem holds for many other naturally-
occurring arithmetical semigroups. For example, it is true for the multi-
plicative semigroup GK of all nonzero ideals in the ring R=R(K ) of all
algebraic integers in a given algebraic number field K, with |I |= card (RI )
for any nonzero ideal I in R. Here the prime ideals act as prime elements
of the semigroup GK , and both the corresponding functions GK (n), PK (n)
are nontrivial to estimate in general. However Landau’s Prime Ideal
Theorem established that
?K (x)= :
nx
PK (n)t
x
log x
as x  ,
while classical theorems of Weber and Landau yielded
:
nx
GK (n)=AKx+O(x’K) as x  ,
for explicit positive constants AK , and ’K<1.
Similar types of asymptotic behaviour are displayed by many quite
different types of concrete arithmetical semigroups (cf. J. Knopfmacher
[10], Part II, where these are referred to as semigroups satisyfing
Axiom A).
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2.2. Axiom A*
For a simple but nevertheless interesting example of an additive
arithmetical semigroup, one may consider the multiplicative semigroup Gq
of all monic polynomials in one indeterminate X over a finite field Fq with
q elements, with (a)=deg(a) and set Pq of prime elements represented by
the irreducible polynomials. Here G*q (n)=q
n, and it is a well known
theorem that
P*q (n)=
1
n
:
r | n
+(r) qnr,
where + is the classical Mo bius function on N.
Up to isomorphism, Gq is the simplest special case of the semigroup GR
of all nonzero ideals in the ring R=R(K ) of all integral functions in an
algebraic function field K in one variable X over Fq . Here the set PR of
prime ideals in R acts as the set of prime elements, and the degree (I ) is
defined by q(I )= card (RI ). The case K=Fq(x) leads back to Gq , and in
general it can be proved that
G*R (n)=AR q
n+O(1) as n  ,
and
P*R (n)=
1
n
qn+O \1n qn2+ as n  ,
where AR is a positive constant.
Similar examples arise if one considers the semigroup GK of all ‘‘integral
divisors’’ of K, instead of GR . Related types of asymptotic behaviour are
also displayed by many quite different kinds of concrete additive arithmeti-
cal semigroups (cf. J. Knopfmacher [12], where these are referred to as
semigroups satisfying Axiom A*).
2.3. Axioms G1 and G*
Yet another natural class of additive arithmetical semigroups G is
provided by those satisfying
Axiom G1 . ‘‘Almost all’’ elements of G are prime, in the sense that
G*(n)>0 for sufficiently large n, and P*(n)tG*(n) as n  , i.e.,
lim
n  
P*(n)
G*(n)
=1.
Examples of this slightly unexpected property are provided by various
classes 1 of finite graphs with the property that a graph H lies in 1 if and
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only if each connected component of H lies in 1. Let disjoint union d
be used as follows to define a ‘‘product’’ operation on the set G1 of
all unlabelled graphs (i.e., isomorphism classes H of graphs H) in
1 : H1 } H2 =H1 _ d H2 . Also let (H )=* Vertices in H. Then G1 becomes
an additive arithmetical semigroup.
For some classes 1, G1 satisfies Axiom G1 , and this is also true for the
quite different multiplicative semigroup Gq, k formed by all associateclasses
of nonzero polynomials in k>1 indeterminates X1 , ..., Xk over a finite field
Fq (cf. J. Knopfmacher [11]).
Ignoring the corresponding limit zero which occurs under Axiom A*,
and, also under Axiom A (in a certain sense), R. Warlimont [20] raised
the interesting question as to whether there are any ‘‘natural’’ instances of
additive arithmetical semigroups G satisfying:
Axiom G* . There exists 0<*<1 with
lim
n  
P*(n)
G*(n)
=*.
As a first step towards answering this question, Warlimont showed analyti-
cally that it is at least possible to construct formal or ‘‘theoretical’’ exam-
ples with this property for a dense set of * in (0, 1). (Strictly speaking, he
uses the term ‘‘Axiom G* ’’ in referring to the reciprocal limit limn   G*(n)
P*(n), but this is immaterial to the question.)
In the next section, we shall list a variety of natural examples of semi-
groups satisfying Axiom G* for various values of * in (0, 1). The fact that
Axiom G* holds for these examples turns out to be a consequence of one
corollary of the abstract prime number theorem of Section 4 below.
Another corollary of the theorem yields the answers to other counting
questions to be raised in Section 3, which had also not been settled
previously.
3. FINITE TREES, GRAPHS AND POLYHEDRA
In this section, we introduce various ‘‘geometrical’’ examples of additive
arithmetical semigroups arising from finite graphs and threedimesional
polyhedra with properties different from those of Axiom G1 .
3.1. Forests of Trees
In the theory of finite graphs, special interest is often attached to forests
(i.e., acyclic graphs) and to their connected components (trees). Initially,
one could apply the definitions indicated in Section 2.3 to observe that the
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set F of all unlabelled (i.e., isomorphism classes of) finite forests forms an
additive arithmetical semigroup, whose prime elements are the unlabelled
trees. A famous theorem of R. Otter [15] states that the total number
T*(n) of unlabelled trees with n vertices satisfies
T*(n)tC0qn0n&52 as n  ,
where C0 and q0 are explicitly described positive constants (q0>1). The
proof is based partly on some analytic methods of Po lya [17]. Many
decades after the original contributions of Po lya and Otter, E. M. Palmer
and A. J. Schwenk [16] used both Po lya’s methods and Otter’s theorem to
estimate the corresponding total number F*(n) of all unlabelled forests
with n vertices. They showed that
F*(n)tK0C0 qn0n&52 as n  ,
where K0>1 is also an explicitly described constant.
Otter [15] also proved a variation of his theorem above for the total
number T*r (n) of unlabelled rooted trees with n vertices:
T*r (n)tC$0qn0n&32 as n  .
Since it is well known that the number F*r (n) of unlabelled rooted forests
with n vertices equals T*r (n+1), it follows (as Palmer and Schwenk [16]
suggest indirectly) that
F*r (n)t(C$0q0) qn0 n&32 as n  .
With reference to Warlimont’s laterdated question of Section 2.3, it may
now be deduced that F and Fr provide two natural examples of Axiom G* .
A third such natural example may also be deduced, using planted forests
and trees, if one employs asymptotic formulae for these cases which also
appear implicitly in Palmer and Schwenk [16].
Further examples of the asymptotic enumeration of various kinds of
nonisomorphic trees are provided by F. Harary, et al. [7]. In particular,
after discussing a general method of asymptotic enumeration applicable to
different kinds of trees, using the analytical methods of Po lya [17], they
explicitly provide asymptotic formulae for T*i (n) where T
*
i (n) is the total
number of nonisomorphic trees with n vertices of type Ti , where Ti is one
of six explicit types of tree T1 , ..., T6 . These formulae all have the form
T*i (n)tC i qni n&:i as n  ,
for explicit constants Ci>0, qi>1, :i>1 (with : i= 32 or
5
2). If F1 , ..., F6
denote the corresponding kinds of forests, one then obtains six concrete
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examples of additive arithmetical semigroups Fi for which one might then
enquire about the asymptotic behaviour of F*i (n).
As two last examples of this kind, one might also mention the classes TL ,
TB of all ‘‘leftist’’, or respectively ‘‘binary’’, trees treated by A. Odlyzko
[14], Sections 15.2, 15.3. He shows that explicit asymptotic formulae of the
same type as for T*i (n) are valid for the numbers T
*
L (n), T
*
B (n). Once
again, this leads to new questions about the corresponding asymptotic
numbers for forests.
3.2. Interval Graphs
Next consider some different kinds of finite graphs, whose study has been
strongly motivated by applied scientific applications of various kinds, e.g.
in archaeology and biology. Such are the so-called ‘‘interval’’ graphs, which
are treated for example by M. C. Golumbic [4], and which were counted
asymptotically by P. Hanlon [6].
As considered by Hanlon [6], an interval graph is defined mathemati-
cally as a finite graph H whose vertices are in 1-1 correspondence with a
set of real closed intervals in such a way that two vertices are joined by an
edge in H if and only if their corresponding intervals intersect nontrivially.
If all the intervals have length one, H is called a unit-interval graph; if H
is connected, and no two adjacent vertices have exactly the same set of
neighbouring vertices, H is called reduced.
Let I*(n) denote the total number of non-isomorphic unit interval
graphs with n vertices, and let I*c (n) and I
*
r, c(n) denote the correspond-
ing numbers for connected and reduced (and connected) unitinterval
graphs, respectively. Theorem 12 of Hanlon [6] implies that as n  :
I*r, c(n)t
1
16 
3
?
3nn&32, I*c (n)t
1
8 - ?
4nn&32,
and
lim
n  
I*c (n)I
*(n)=*1 ,
where *1=0.6265... is an explicit constant.
If we rephrase these conclusions in terms of obvious associated
arithmetical semigroups, we may then deduce that the semigroup I corre-
sponding to all unitinterval graphs satisfies Warlimont’s Axiom G* for
*=*1 above.
At the same time, if we define general reduced unitinterval graphs by
omitting the earlier connectedness condition, we obtain a semigroup Ir
for which I*r, c(n) is known asymptotically, while I
*
r (n) remains to be
determined asymptotically.
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3.6. Polyhedra
In Euclidean geometry and parts of topology, an important role is
played by the isomorphism (combinatorial equivalence) classes of finite
geometric simplicial complexes, and their underlying topological subspaces
of Euclidean space ( polyhedra); cf. say P. J. Hilton and S. Wylie [8]. In
many geometrical situations, attention is restricted mainly to the connected
components of these polyhedra, and especially to the convex polyhedra (or
polytopes); cf. B. Gru nbaum [5], or G. M. Ziegler [22], say.
Some mathematicians studying such objects, starting apparently with
Euler, have raised the problem of counting the combinatorial equiva-
lence classes in various ways, but apparently only with limited success in
general; cf. Gru nbaum [5], Chap. 13, Section 13.6. However, substantial
advances have occurred in recent years concerning asymptotic enumeration
of the non-isomorphic (combinatorially distinct) convex 3-polyhedra (or
3-polytopes):
Let P*E (n) denote the total number of combinatorially distinct convex
3-polyhedra with n edges. By building on to contributions of earlier
authors, relating such objects to certain kinds of ‘‘planar maps’’, it was
eventually proved in 1981 by L. B. Richmond and N. C. Wormald [18]
that
P*E (n)t
1
468 - ?
4nn&72 as n  .
Soon after that, E. A. Bender and N. C. Wormald [2] considered the
corresponding numbers P*V (n), P
*
F (n) when n now represents the number
of vertices, or faces, respectively. They proved that
P*V (n)tP*F (n)tCCqnCn&72 as n  ,
where CC>0, qC>1 are explicit constants.
The above important theorems suggest, but leave unsettled, certain
related questions, such as those of now investigating asymptotically the
numbers S*E (n), S
*
V (n) and S
*
F (n) of all those combinatorially distinct
3-dimensional simplicial complexes whose connected components are con-
vex, and which have n edges, or n vertices, or n faces, respectively. These
questions will be answered as corollaries of the abstract prime number
theorem of Section 4 below. Furthermore, let SE , SV , SF denote the
additive arithmetical semigroups which arise from the set S of all com-
binatorial equivalence classes of the above special 3dimensional simplicial
complexes, when disjoint union _ d is used to define a ‘‘product’’ opera-
tion, and the degree mapping is respectively E , V or F , where
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E (S )=*E Edges of S, V (S )=*Vertices of S, and F (S )=*Faces
of S.
Then it will follow from the corollaries just mentioned that SE , SV , and
SF are further natural examples of semigroups satisfying Warlimont’s
Axiom G* .
These conclusions may also be regarded as initial contributions towards
the solution of similar questions about all 3- or kdimensional simplicial
complexes. Similar conclusions apply to the asymptotic enumeration ques-
tions about different kinds of forests, or about general reduced unit-interval
graphs, which were raised in 3.1 and 3.2 above. Further results of the above
type apply also to other special types of 3-polyhedra. For example, W. T.
Tutte [19] proved an asymptotic enumeration theorem concerning those
convex polyhedra whose faces are all triangular, and which have an even
number of faces. The asymptotic number involved is once again of the type
Cqnn&:, and so also leads to new asymptotic questions which can be
answered via the abstract prime number theorem below.
4. AN ABSTRACT PRIME NUMBER THEOREM
The concrete examples described in Section 3 provide a variety of natural
illustrations of additive arithmetical semigroups G with the following
property:
Axiom 8. There exist real constants C>0, q>1, :>1 depending on
G, such that
P*(n)tCqnn&: as n  .
Using terminology of Section 1, our main aim now is to prove:
(4.1) Abstract (inverse) prime number theorem. If G is an additive
arithmetical semigroup satisfying Axiom 8, then
G*(n)tCZG(q&1) qnn&: as n  ,
where ZG( y)=r=0 G
*(r) yr.
(4.2) Corollary. If G satisfies Axiom 8, then G also satisfies Axiom
G* , for *=*G=1ZG(q&1).
Following the analogy with classical number theory, a starting point for
proving (4.1) is provided by the Euler product formula for G:
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Ignoring questions of convergence initially, note firstly that, for any
arithmetical semigroup G, unique factorization into prime elements implies
that the series
‘G(z)= :

n=1
G(n) n&z= :
a # G
|a| &z
=1+ :
pi # P, ri # N, m # N
all products
p1
r1p2
r2 } } } pm
rm with
| p r11 p
r2
2 } } } p
rm
m |
&z
=1+: | p1 |&r1z | p2 |&r2z } } } | pm |&rm z
= ‘
p # P
(1+| p|&z+| p|&2z+ } } } )= ‘
p # P
(1&| p|&z)&1
= ‘

m=2
(1&m&z)&P(m).
As a function of z, ‘G(z) is called the zeta function of G, and the last
product is its ‘‘Euler product’’ formula. In the case when G is an additive
arithmetical semigroup with |a|=c(a) for some integer c>1, one may
substitute the symbol y for c&z and obtain the modified Euler product
formula:
:

n=0
G*(n) yn= ‘

m=1
(1& ym)&P*(m); (4.3)
then ZG( y)=n=0 G
*(n) yn is called the modified zeta function (or
enumerating function) of G.
Now assume that G satisfies Axiom 8. Then the preceding product for
ZG( y) converges for | y|q&1, and the convergence is uniform on every
complex disc | y|r<q&1. Thus ZG( y) is analytic for | y|<q&1, and the
Euler product formula (4.3) holds in the convergent sense for | y|q&1.
Further, if PG( y)=m=1 P
*(m) ym, then for | y|q&1 we obtain
ZG( y)=exp \ :

m=1
P*(m) log(1& ym)&1+
=exp \ :

k=1
PG( yk)&1
k + ,
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on expanding log(1& ym)=&k=1 y
mkk and interchanging the orders of
summation. Thus
ZG( y)=exp(PG( y)+SG( y)) for | y|q&1, (4.4)
where PG( y) is analytic for | y|<q&1, and SG( y) is analytic for | y|<q&12.
At this stage, it is convenient to separate the proof according to the cases
when : in Axiom 8 is an integer, or not an integer. First consider
(4.5) Lemma. Let T( y)=n1 tn yn, where
0tn tCqnn&: as n  ,
for constants C>0, q>1, :>1. Then T( y) is an analytic function of y for
| y|<q&1, which is continuous for | y|q&1, and has a singularity at
y=q&1. Furthermore, if : is not an integer, then
T( y)=c0(1&qy):&1+R0( y) for | y|q&1, (4.6)
where c0=C1(1&:), and R0( y) is analytic for | y|<q&1 and continuous for
| y|q&1.
On the other hand, if :=k is an integer, then
T( y)=c1(1&qy)k&1 log(1&qy)&1+R1( y) for | y|q&1, (4.7)
where c1=(&1)k&1 C(k&1)!, and R1( y) is analytic for | y|<q&1 and
continuous for | y|q&1.
Proof. By the assumptions on tn , T( y) has radius of convergence q&1.
Hence the first assertions are immediate, since the real point on the radius
of convergence of a power series with non-negative coefficients is always a
singularity.
If : is not an integer, we may use the binomial expansion
(1&qy):&1= :
n0 \
:&1
n + (&qy)n= :n0 \
n&:
n + qnyn
for | y|<q&1, and the standard estimate
\n&:n +=
n&:
1(1&:) \1+O \
1
n++ (4.8)
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(cf. P. Flajolet and A. M. Odlyzko [3] p. 220, say), to deduce that
T( y)&c0 (1&qy):&1=&c0+ :
n1
\nyn for | y|<q&1,
where \n=o(qnn&:) as n  . This proves (4.6).
On the other hand, if :=k is an integer, we may use the identity
[yn](1&qy)k&1 log(1&qy)&1=
(&1)k&1 (k&1)! qn
n(n&1) } } } (n&k+1)
=(&1)k&1 (k&1)! n&k \1+O \1n++ qn,
(4.9)
cf. Flajolet and Odlyzko [3] p. 231, to obtain
T( y)&c1(1&qy)k&1 log(1&qy)&1= :
n1
\$n yn for | y|<q&1,
where \$n=o(qnn&k). This yields (4.7).
Now suppose that : in Axiom 8 is not an integer:
In this case, (4.4) and (4.6) with tn=P*(n) lead to
ZG( y)=exp(c0(1&qy):&1+R0( y)+SG( y)) for | y|q&1.
Writing w=qy, Z(w)=ZG(wq), this leads to
Z(w)=E(w) H1(w) H2(w) for |w|1,
where Z(w), E(w)=exp(c0(1&w):&1), H1(w)=exp(c0+R0(wq)), and
H2(w)=exp(SG(wq)&c0), are all nonzero and analytic for |w|<1, and
continuous for |w|1, and H2(w) is analytic for |w|<q12.
In order to asymptotically estimate the coefficients ‘n=G*(n) q&n of
Z(w)= :
n0
‘nwn, |w|1,
we shall apply some results of the ‘‘singularity analysis’’ of P. Flajolet and
A. M. Odlyzko [3] (cf. also A. M. Odlyzko [14]):
Firstly let E(w)=n0 =n wn, |w|<1, and observe that
E(w)&1=c0(1&w):&1+O( |1&w| 2:&2)
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as w  1 in 2, where 2 is an indented closed disc as in [3], of the form
2=2(,, ’)=[w : |w|1+’, Arg(w&1),]
for suitable ’>0, , # (0, ?2). Then Corollary 3 of [3] p. 225 implies:
=n=c0 \n&:n ++O(n1&2:) as n  . (4.10)
Next note that (for |w|1)
H1(w)=exp \c0+R0 \wq++=1+ :n1 anw
n,
where c0+R0(wq)=n1 bn wn, with bn=o(n&:) as n  , by the proof
of (4.6) above. Then an=o(n&:) also, by part (ii) of
(4.11) Lemma. Consider arbitrary an , bn such that
1+ :
n1
an wn=exp \ :n1 bnw
n+
in a neighbourhood of the origin.
(i) If |bn |Kn&: for n1, and some K>0 and :>1, then |an |
eKLn&: for n1, where L=2:+1‘(:), ‘(s)=n1 n&s.
(ii) If bn=o(n&:) as n  , for some :>1, then an=o(n&:) also.
Proof. Part (i) generalizes a lemma from A. Knopfmacher and
R. Warlimont [9] p. 2237, which covers the case :=2. A very similar
proof carries over to any fixed :>1 (after correction of two obvious mis-
prints on line 4 of [9] p. 2238).
For part (ii), we begin with the recurrence relation
nan= :
n
k=1
kbk an&k for n1, a0=1,
which follows for example by differentiating both sides of the assumed
relation between an , bn . Given any =>0, then choose n0=n0(=) such that
|bn |<=n&: for n>n0 , and write
nan=(71+72+73) kbkan&k for n2n0+2,
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where
71= :
1kn0
, 72= :
n0<kn2
, 73= :
n2<kn
.
Using << to suppress constants independent of =, part (i) implies firstly
that
|71 |<<n&: } :
1kn0
kbk }<<A0 n&:,
where A0=A0(=)=1kn0 k
1&:. Therefore
|71 |<<=n1&: for n>max(2n0+2, 1A0=).
Next, the defining property of n0(=), and part (i), leads to
|72 |<=n&: } :n0<kn2 kan&k }<<=n
&2: :
kn2
k
<<=n2&2:.
Lastly
|73 |<<=n&: } :n2<kn kan&k }<<=n
1&: :
n2<kn
(n&k)&:
<<=n1&:.
By combining the above estimates, we obtain |an |<<=(n&:+n1&2:)
<<=n&:, since :>1. Thus an=o(n&:) as n  .
As a next step, consider
(4.12) Lemma. If E(w) H1(w)=n0 =$nwn for |w|1, then
=$ntCH1(1) n&: as n  .
Proof. For this purpose, it is convenient to use Theorem 5 of A. Meir
and J. W. Moon [13] p. 264. According to this theorem, one may deduce
=$ntH(1) =n as n  ,
in any situation when =$n , an , =n are numbers satisfying
:
n0
=$nwn=H(w) :
n0
=nwn, H(w)= :
n0
anwn for |w|<1,
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such that
(i) =n t=n+1 as n  ,
(ii) =n&k =n=O(1) for 1kn2 and n2,
(iii) an=o(=n nr=0 =r) as n  , and
(iv) n=0 |an |<.
In order to check these conditions for the preceding special numbers =$n ,
an , =n , note firstly that (4.10) and (4.8) yield
=n=Cn&:+O(n&;) for ;=min(:+1, 2:&1). (4.13)
Thus (i) follows.
Next, for n2 and 1kn2, we have (n&k)&:(n2)&:, and so
(4.13) implies =n&k =nC1 for some constant C1 . Thus (ii) follows also.
For (iii), consider
EC(w)=
E(w)
1&w
= :
n0
=Cn w
n for |w|<1,
where =Cn =
n
r=0 =n . Then
EC(w)=
1
1&w
exp(c0(1&w):&1)=
1
1&w
+O( |1&w| :&2)
as w  1 in the earlier domain 2. Hence Corollary 3 of [3] p. 225 implies
that =Cn =1+O(n
1&:), which yields
=n =Cn =Cn
&:+O(n&;)
by (4.13). Since an=o(n&:) as n  , by Lemma 4.11, we now obtain
condition (iii) above.
Finally n0 |an |=1+O(n1 n&:)<, which gives (iv).
At this point, we have
Z(w)= :
n0
‘nwn=E(w) H1(w) H2(w) for |w|1,
where H2(w) is analytic for |w|<q12. Using Lemma (4.12) and Theorem 4
of Meir and Moon [13] p. 263 (i.e., Theorem 2 of E. A. Bender [1]
p. 496), it follows that
‘n tCH1(1) H2(1) n&: as n  . (4.14)
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Since H1(1) H2(1)=Z(1)=ZG(q&1), the proof of (4.1) is now complete
when : in Axiom 8 is not an integer.
It remains to consider the case when : in Axiom 8 is an integer k>1:
In this case (4.4) and (4.7) with tn=P*(n) lead to
ZG( y)=exp(c1(1&qy)k&1 log(1&qy)&1+R1( y)+SG( y))
for | y|q&1.
Writing w=qy, Z(w)=ZG(wq), we then obtain
Z(w)=E (w) H 1(w) H 2(w) for |w|1,
where E (w)=exp(c1(1&w)k&1 log(1&w)&1), H 1(w)=exp(R1(wq)), and
H 2(w)=exp(SG(wq)), have properties paralled to those of their earlier
counterparts for :  N.
For a domain 2 as before,
E (w)&1=c1(1&w)k&1 log(1&w)&1+O( |1&w|2k&2 log2 |1&w| &1)
as w  1 in 2. Now (4.9) and Theorem 5 of Flajolet and Odlyzko [3]
p. 233 imply that
=^n=Cn&k \1+O \1n+++O(n1&2k log2 n),
where E (w)=n0 =^nwn, |w|<1. Hence
=^n=Cn&k+O(n&;) for ;=min(k+1, 2k&1&$), (4.13)$
where $>0 can be arbitrarily small. This conclusion can be used to now
derive
(4.12)$ Lemma. If E (w) H 1(w)=n0 =^$nwn for |w|1, then
=^$ntCH 1(1)n&k as n  .
Proof. Now consider
E C(w)=
E (w)
1&w
= :
n0
=^Cn w
n for |w|<1.
Then
E C(w)=
1
1&w
+O( |1&w| k&2 log |1&w|&1)
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as w  1 in 2. Hence Theorem 5 of [3] p. 233 now yields
=Cn =1+O(n
1&k log n)=1+O(n1&k+$),
for any $>0. Using (4.13)$, one then obtains
=^n =^Cn =Cn
&k+O(n&;).
The remaining arguments for (4.12)$, and then for (4.1) when : # N, are
now essentially as for the previous case.
Note for Information: As helpfully pointed out by the referee, the reader
may also be interested to consult the recent paper by Woods [21], which
considers an axiom for classes of finite relational structures somewhat
similar in appearance to Axiom ,, but for the counterpart of G*(n) rather
than P*(n), and for the case : less than one only. Furthermore, Woods
studies asymptotic probabilities rather than the counterpart of an abstract
prime number theorem, and he does not use the concept of an arithmetical
semigroup.
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